"An information leader is someone who knows where to go to get what there is to know."
Carol, communications director

Notes to delegates

Registration and information
The registration and information desk is located at the foyer of the Hui Oi Chow Building at the University of Hong Kong. It opens July 8 at 5:00 p.m. and is open from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. every day of the conference.

The conference committee is happy to assist you and student volunteers in sky blue conference T-shirts can provide directions on campus and around Hong Kong.

Local materials display and poster sessions International Book Exhibit and Auction
Room HOC 101
Drop by to peruse materials brought by delegates from their communities, from near and far. You will find exemplar materials you may be able to modify or use and information about ordering items.

International Book Exhibit
The book exhibit has become a very successful part of IASL conferences. The exhibit is the way to share children’s literature with international colleagues and the youth of the host country.

Delegates donating books from their country or region can deposit their books for display. At the conference conclusion the books will be donated to a local mobile library.

IASL Auction
This feature event at IASL conferences raise funds for Leadership Development and Support-A-Member activities. All items are donated. The auction includes a live auction at the dinner and a silent auction throughout the conference. The live auction is comprised of substantial items, on which members are encouraged to openly out-bid each other for ownership. This will be held for about 80 to 90 minutes during the Saturday Conference Dinner.

During the conference the silent auction runs continuously. Each item has a number assigned and a bid sheet is provided. Numbers are drawn and items are then sold to the highest bidder.

Both the live and silent auction are great fun as delegates compete for “highest bidder status.” Be sure to visit room 101, Hui Oi Chow Building to place your bids on the silent auction, note what you will bid for at the conference dinner, and note the display of local materials and international book exhibit.

Bring your auction items to room 101, Hui Oi Chow Building at registration. Append a note if you wish to flag information for display or for the auctioneer (eg. origin of item and any story it holds).

Conference sessions
The official language of the conference is English, some sessions are in Cantonese and some in Putonghua, noted in the program.

Morning and afternoon tea receptions are served in the lower ground floor of the Hui Oi Chow Building and in the Rayson Huang Theatre foyer.

Campus food outlets
Lunch and snacks are available from the student canteens in the Chong Yuet Ming Amenities building and Starbucks’s at the Main Library.